
 

I am good at cricket and like it a lot, and would like to share with you. Hi, folks. I'm a foreigner to this site and I'm not sure how
we're supposed to play the game so could someone help me out? Have a great day! Cricket is an old English game born during
winter around 1611. It was so popular in the US that many colleges had club teams playing it by the mid-19th century. Cricket
has also become popular in other countries such as Australia and India, which dominate world cricket competition today.
Today's fans enjoy a very exciting form of the game with fast bowling and high scoring. I hope you'll share this fantastic game
with your friends and family to have a good time together. This Cricket Online MOD offers the ultimate challenge to those who
want to be a master of cricket! You can choose from different playing styles such as: Modern Cricket, Classic Cricket, and
Ancient Cricket. No matter which playing style you choose, the only limit to your cricketing skills is your nerves. Are you
prepared to take on the challenge? Modern Cricket is a fast paced version of the game that leaves nothing to chance. In this
incredibly fast paced version, it is very important that batsmen do not waste any balls. Any ball that is not hit for a run or a
boundary will be considered a dot ball and not counted as an over. This means the bowler will get a second chance at bowling, so
it’s important to get your timing right! Bowlers have been known to bowl over 90 mph in this version of the game. A dot ball
occurs when:

In Modern Cricket your batting style is very important. If you are a quick hitter who is looking for some quick runs, you will
want to try Ancient Cricket. If you love taking your time, batting out the full five balls in the over and waiting for that vital
boundary, then Classic Cricket is for you. Batsmen in Classic Cricket play like they did in the 19th century. They take their
time, enjoying each moment of their innings - even though there are no boundaries to hit! Because there are only five balls in an
over, it is very difficult to score quickly-but not impossible! As mentioned above, bowlers have extremely powerful fast balls to
bowl at batsmen.
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